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Abstract

Background: Cycling currently comprises only 1% of transport trips in the U.S. despite benefits for air pollution, traffic congestion, and improved public health. Methods: Building upon the Level of Traffic Stress (LTS) methodology, we assessed GPS trip data from utilitarian cyclists to understand route preferences and the level of low stress cycling connection between origins and destinations. GPS data were obtained from adult transport cyclists over multiple days. All bikeable road segments in the network were assigned an LTS score. The shortest paths between each origin and destination along bikeable roadways and along low stress (LTS 1 or 2) routes were calculated. Route trajectories were mapped to the LTS network, and the LTS and distances of observed, the shortest and low stress routes were compared. LTS maps and animations were developed to highlight where low stress connections were lacking. Results: There were 1038 unique cycling trips from 87 participants included in the analysis. An exclusively low stress route did not exist for 51% of trips. Low stress routes that were possible were, on average, 74% longer than the shortest possible path and 56% longer than the observed route. Observed routes were longer and lower stress than the shortest possible route. Conclusions: Results indicate that transport cyclists traveled beyond low stress residential areas and that low stress routes with acceptable detour distances were lacking. Cyclists appeared to weigh both route distance and quality and were willing to trade maximum directness for lower stress. GPS data provide additional information to support planning decisions to increase the impact of infrastructure investments on cycling mode share.
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1. Introduction

Increasing active transport has become a key planning strategy to alleviate air pollution, traffic congestion, and improve public health [1] [2] [3] [4] [5]. The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) set a national goal to increase the proportion of short trips (≤5 miles cycling or ≤1 mile walking) taken via walking or cycling to 30% by 2025, a reasonable target given that 40% of trips in the U.S. are within 2 miles of their origin [6] [7]. In San Diego, both the city and county climate action plans include active transport goals to meet California’s greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction requirements [8] [9]. Yet, despite these targets to increase mode share, cycling currently only comprises about 1% of trips locally and nationally [10] [11]. Perceived safety is a significant barrier to transport cycling in the U.S. and abroad [10] [12]-[18]. Evidence suggesting that cyclists select routes to minimize “traffic stress”, i.e. the perceived dangers and stressors resulting from proximal interaction with motorized traffic, dates back several decades [19] [20]. Research suggests that even frequent cyclists may extend their journey to ride on low traffic volume roads or facilities that are physically separated from car traffic [12] [21] [22] [23], but distance, slope, traffic volume, safety and intersection features also impact route selection [24]-[30]. In 2006, Roger Geller suggested a system for classifying people into four categories based on their willingness to cycle for transport and their comfort on various types of facilities [31]. A recent national survey, using Geller’s categories, classified 4% of adults as the “Strong and the Fearless” (those who will ride under any conditions), 9% as “Enthused and Confident” (those who require minimal facilities), 56% as “Interested but Concerned” (those interested in cycling, but only on comfortable facilities with minimal traffic), and 31%—“No Way No How” (those who will not ride regardless of conditions) [32]. Studies have shown that perceived safety presents a more significant barrier for those with the least experience in traffic; precisely the group with the greatest potential to adopt cycling for transport [33] [34]. Cycling infrastructure that lowers the actual and perceived risk from traffic will be necessary to attract the large number of potential riders who make up the “Interested but Concerned” group in order to achieve cycling mode share targets.

The Mineta Transportation Institute developed a methodology to classify streets and intersections by the level of traffic stress (LTS) experienced by riders [35] [36]. Planners have adopted LTS as it provides a relatively simple, data driven approach to estimate the comfort and connectivity of a bike network and the population it may serve, using readily available data sources [37] [38]. An advantage of this methodology over other bikeability indices is that the LTS categories correspond to Geller’s four types of cyclists, providing planners with a tool to identify how facilities might influence specific segments of the population. LTS categories described acceptability to the following: LTS 1—children, i.e. novice riders with high safety concerns, LTS 2—“Interested but Concerned” adults, LTS 3—the “Enthused and the Confident”, and LTS 4—the “Strong and
The “Fearless” group was not included as they are unlikely to cycle for transport, regardless of conditions. The Mineta report stipulated that a network is connected at a given stress level when it does not require a detour of more than 25% over the shortest possible route [35] [39]. This definition of an acceptable detour distance was based, in part, on previous research showing that ninety percent of cycling trips were less than 25% longer than the shortest route [40]. Based on Dutch cycling design standards, LTS 1 or 2 classifications are considered low stress and acceptable to most adults who would like to cycle but are still concerned about traffic interaction [35] [36] [41] [42]. Thus, a low stress route connecting an origin and destination would be one in which a cyclist can ride exclusively on road segments classified as LTS 1 or 2, without having to increase the distance ridden between those points by more than 25% over the shortest possible path.

This paper presents a novel analysis of actual cycling routes, assessed by Global Positioning System (GPS), using the LTS methodology. The purpose was to understand the relationship between the quality of cycling networks and utilitarian cycling behavior in San Diego County, as well as the utility of GPS trip data when using LTS as a planning tool. The aims were to 1) develop and visualize a Geographic Information System (GIS)—based LTS classification for the county road network, and 2) compare the distances and LTS of observed, shortest, and low stress cycling routes.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Participants and Setting

San Diego County has a population of 3.3 million, including a mix of urban and rural areas, and is geographically the fifth largest county in the U.S. The bike network consists of mainly Class II bike lanes (66%) and Class III bike routes (18%) [43]. Cross sectional data from two GPS cycling studies with comparable methods were pooled to create a convenience sample of utilitarian cyclists that included both urban and suburban commuters in the county. The first study (N = 40) included adult cyclists recruited through the University of California, San Diego’s (UCSD) commuter cycling program. Eligible participants were 18 - 70 year-old university employees who routinely cycled for transportation. A full description of methods can be found elsewhere [44]. The second study (N = 64), included utilitarian cyclists, defined as individuals who regularly cycled for work, school or shopping, 18 years and older who lived and commuted in the City of San Diego [45]. Participants were recruited through the San Diego County Bicycle Coalition’s mailing list. Participants in both studies provided informed consent and the Institutional Review Boards from UCSD and San Diego State University SDSU approved all study procedures. Data were collected between November 2010 and July 2011.

2.2. Data Sources

Participants were asked to wear a Qstarz 1000x or GT3X+ GPS device (Qstarz
International Co. Ltd, Taipei, Taiwan) attached to a belt on their hip during waking hours for 3 - 5 days. We included data from participants with at least 1 day of wear as 1 - 2 days is an accepted data collection period for travel behavior surveys [46] [47]. The GPS device was set to capture latitude, longitude and elevation information every 15 seconds. GPS has a median positional error of 2 meters for cycling trips in different environmental conditions, with 86.6% of points falling within 10 meters of the actual position [48]. Participants charged the GPS every night and received text or email reminders daily. Cycling trips were categorized using the Personal Activity Location Measurement System (PALMS); a validated web-based platform that identifies walking, biking and driving trips using GPS distance, speed and time [44] [49]. Trips were defined by a distance of 100 meters or more, covered at least 25 meters over 1 minute, and were at least 90 seconds long. Pauses of 3 minutes or less were allowed within a trip to accommodate delays like waiting at a traffic light. All data were aggregated to the minute level and each minute was assigned a classification of trip (yes/no) and travel mode [50]. PALMS output points were identified as either start, pause, intermediate or end-points. All round trips with the same origin and destination were manually removed from the data set as this analysis focused on transport trips only. Paper or online surveys captured self-reported demographic variables.

2.3. LTS Classification and Mapping

The San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) provided GIS data for the San Diego County “all street” network that included all roadways and on and off-street bike paths. We constructed LTS categories using attributes from the street network and based our criteria on LTS applications from multiple sources, including the Mineta report [35] [51] [52] [53]. Information was not available on all of the criteria utilized in the Mineta report (e.g. road/bikeway width and traffic volume data were not available), thus a modified classification was employed using posted speed limit, number of traffic lanes, functional roadway classification, and cycling facility presence and type in each direction of travel (see Figure 1). For intersections, the highest LTS of any segment crossing the intersection was assigned (i.e. an intersection of LTS 1 and LTS 4 roads would receive an LTS 4 rating). LTS 1 or 2 classifications are considered low stress and acceptable to most adults, thus low stress in this paper refers to LTS 1 or 2 [35] [36] [41].

All bikeable road segments, bike paths and intersections in the county were assigned an LTS score in ArcGIS (version 10.5) and maps of the network were created. We excluded road segments where cycling is not permitted (i.e. certain freeways). Three paths between origin and destination (O/D) pairs were compared in this analysis: observed (from GPS), shortest, and low stress (LTS 1 and 2 only) routes. Rather than looking at all possible O/D pairs in the network, we considered the O/D pairs for which we had observed GPS cycling trips in the sample. The start and end-point for each trip were extracted from PALMS. From
this, we calculated the distance of the shortest possible route between each origin and destination using the ArcGIS Network Analyst OD-matrix function. LTS 3 and 4 segments were removed from the network and the same function was used to compute the shortest low stress path on LTS 1 or 2 roads only. Each route (observed, shortest or low stress), was mapped to the LTS classification layer and overall distance and distance at each LTS level (1 - 4) was calculated and averaged across all trips. An animated cycling trip was created as a dynamic way to visualize the varying stress levels encountered throughout a trip, as opposed to the static map. The LTS linked GPS points were animated using the ArcGIS animation tool.

### 2.4. Analyses

To assess the level of detour required to cycle on low stress routes, we compared the length of low stress routes (LTS 1 or 2 only) to the shortest possible path between each O/D pair, in accordance with the Mekuria et al. methodology. An acceptable level of detour was defined as ≤25% longer than the shortest path [35]. We calculated the percent detour as follows:

\[
\% \text{ Difference in distance over the shortest path} = \left( \frac{\text{Distance on LTS 1 or 2 only} - \text{Shortest Path Distance}}{\text{Shortest Path Distance}} \right) \times 100
\]

For example, if the distance of a trip on only LTS 1 or 2 streets was 10 miles and the shortest path was 5 miles, the low stress trip would be 100% longer \([(10 - 5) \div 5)] \times 100 = 100\) than the shortest path. To explore how observed routes compared to shortest and low stress alternate routes, the percent difference in distance was calculated for each in the same manner as described above.

We used the Mann-Whitney U test to compare whether observed and shortest routes had different mean proportion of high stress (LTS 3 or 4) segments. The proportion of LTS percentages was not normally distributed, thus a non-parametric test was appropriate [54] [55]. Low stress routes, by definition, contained only LTS 1 or 2 segments so were not compared.

A Kruskal-Wallis H test was used to test differences of the average distance of observed, shortest and low stress routes. Low stress only alternate routes existed for only half of all O/D pairs, thus only those routes were included. The Kruskal-Wallis H test is a nonparametric alternative to test differences between two or more groups [56].
3. Results

Data from 87 participants living in San Diego County were included in the analysis. There were 1038 unique cycling trips, with an average length of 2.6 miles. The sample was comprised predominantly of white males with an even distribution above and below the approximate median county household income (Table 1). Cyclists averaged 12 trips per person over the study period and approximately 75% of the sample wore the devices on weekdays only.

3.1. LTS Visualization

Stress level was symbolized as follows: LTS 1 = green, LTS 2 = yellow, LTS 3 = orange, and LTS 4 = red. The freeways and associated ramps, where cycling was not allowed, were not included. A map of the LTS network for San Diego County shows the prevalence of LTS 1 (green) roads in the network, as the majority of the network is comprised of residential, low speed streets (Figure 2).

A more detailed view of a subsection of the region shows an example of the lack of connectivity between urban areas. The arterials and 4 lane connectors, which convey traffic between urban centers, are almost entirely LTS 4 (red). These are crucial connections, especially for commute cycling trips. What results are disconnected “islands” that lack low stress connections between neighborhoods. In the example below, even a cyclist riding a very short distance would be forced to do so on the highest stress roads (Figure 3(a)). When we overlay the GPS route data from the cycling trips in our sample to the same map, we see that the observed routes (blue) indeed follow the high stress connections (Figure 3(b)). This example highlights the lack of direct low stress alternatives connecting east/west or north/south.

Table 1. Sample description.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>% or Mean (range)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18 - 34</td>
<td>62.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 - 54</td>
<td>31.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 55</td>
<td>14.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Income</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤$70,000</td>
<td>48.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;$70,000</td>
<td>50.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unreported</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total # bikeable miles in network</td>
<td>51,579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total # cycling trips</td>
<td>1038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekday only trips</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean trip length (miles)</td>
<td>2.6 (0.1, 16.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The trip animation (Additional File: Images\Animation\KatieBike_FastCrop.wmv) depicts a cycling trip departing from the Uptown area of San Diego. The points were linked to the LTS road classification and symbolized as follows: Green—LTS 1, Yellow—LTS 2, Orange—LTS 3, Red—LTS 4. You can watch as the cyclist begins the trip on an LTS 4 segment and travels westerly along a main east/west connector (University Avenue) traversing the Uptown community of San Diego. The cyclist then proceeds along a stretch of low stress residential streets through the city’s Presidio Park. The cyclist then crosses the Interstate 8 westbound off-ramp that connects to Morena Boulevard, a 4-lane major roadway with high speeds and on-street parking.

3.2. Description of Cycling Network and Trips by LTS

Figure 4 presents the percentage of LTS 1 - 4 for bikeable road segments in the San Diego County network compared to observed routes in this sample. In San Diego County, 77% of bikeable road segments were classified as LTS-1, 1% LTS
2 and 3, and 14% LTS 4 (8% not classified because cycling not allowed). In our study, 27% of observed GPS routes were on the highest stress level, LTS 4, which is nearly double the percentage of LTS 4 road segments available in the county. One percent of trips occurred on LTS 2 and 3, and 71% at LTS 1. Only 33% (n = 339) of all trips were entirely on LTS 1 or 2 roads, indicating that the majority of the sample encountered high stress segments on some part of their trip.

### 3.3. Low Stress Connectivity

To assess the degree to which origins and destinations were connected by low stress routes using the Mekuria et al. definition, LTS 3 and 4 streets were removed and the shortest path between O/D pairs on low stress routes was calculated. Of the 1038 total cycling trips, only 49% (n = 513) had an alternate route where it was possible to travel entirely on low stress (LTS 1 or 2 only) roads. In other words, for half of all trips an exclusively low stress alternate route between O/D pairs did not exist. For the 513 trips that did have a low stress alternate route, 30% exceeded the acceptable detour distance of ≤25% longer than the shortest path. Thus, overall, only 34% of trips between O/D pairs in this analysis were possible on low stress routes with an acceptable detour length. Low stress only routes were, on average, 74% longer than the shortest possible path. To understand how actual cycling routes compared, we similarly computed the difference in distance between low stress and observed routes. LTS 1 and 2 only routes were on average 56% longer than the observed route.

To explore if cyclists selected the shortest possible route, we compared distances for the three route types. We found a statistically significant difference in distance between the three route types (p = 0.001). However, pairwise comparisons showed that only the low stress (3144 m) and shortest (1832 m) routes were
significantly different (p < 0.0001). Observed trips (2047 m) were, on average, 15% longer than the shortest path, but this difference was not statistically significant (p = 0.306). The Mann–Whitney U test results revealed that the shortest route had a significantly higher proportion of high stress segments compared to observed routes (48% vs 30%, p < 0.0001). Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) present the LTS and distances for actual cycling routes and the low stress and shortest path alternatives.

4. Discussion

This study presents a novel approach to evaluating transport cycling using GPS traces of cycling routes in conjunction with the LTS methodology. We used observed GPS trip data from utilitarian cyclists to assess preference for direct or low stress routes and the degree of connectivity between O/D pairs of recorded GPS trips. The majority of the San Diego road network was classified as LTS 1 or 2, due to the prevalence of wide, low speed residential streets in both urban and suburban areas. In contrast, GPS trip data revealed that roughly one-third of actual cycling trips occurred on the highest stress (LTS 4) road segments. We compared the distance and LTS of observed routes to shortest and low stress alternatives to further explore route selection. A low stress (LTS 1 or 2) cycling route did not exist for more than half of trips in this sample. Those trips that did have a low stress alternate route were 74% longer than the shortest possible path and 56% longer than observed routes, far exceeding acceptable detour distances. Observed routes were slightly longer than the shortest path but had a lower proportion of high stress (LTS 4) segments. The difference in distance between actual and shortest routes in this study was greater than reported by others [40] [57] [58] [59], however was not statistically significant. Findings lend support to previous studies that have shown cyclists prefer to travel on lower stress roads, but also value directness [25] [40] [58] [60]. In our sample, cyclists may have chosen slightly longer routes in order to travel on lower stress roads, but were unwilling to travel the excessive distances required to travel on exclusively low stress routes, if available. Transport cycling in San Diego, especially for commuting, requires use of arterials and large connector streets that provide critical links between residential areas and destinations. San Diego has numerous canyons through the urban core, which means that bridges are often necessary connections between neighborhoods. LTS maps highlighted that these connecting roads and bridges were most often classified as LTS 3 and 4. This may have contributed to the excessive detour distances required to take low stress alternate routes.

The current study is not without limitations. Though a small convenience sample, there were more than 1000 transport cycling trips analyzed, with GPS information collected every 15 seconds. Recruitment focused on utilitarian cyclists who likely have more cycling experience, thus it is possible that this inflated the proportion of trips observed on LTS 4. The connectivity analysis, however, demonstrated that lower stress options were generally not available between
Figure 5. (a) Distance of low stress, observed and shortest routes; *Significant difference in distance between low stress and shortest route only (p < 0.0001); (b) LTS of low stress, observed and shortest routes. *Significant difference in LTS levels between observed and shortest route (p < 0.0001).

origins and destinations without an unreasonable detour. We don’t know the proportion of commute versus other types of transport trips, which may have impacted route selection as reported by Broach, Dill and Gliebe [21]. Multi-year manual counts conducted by researchers working with two of this study’s authors, Ryan and Appleyard, have shown a large proportion (about 75%) of bicycle riders in San Diego are male [61]. Therefore, our study sample may present a consistent profile of the current cycling populous in this region, though our knowledge of representativeness of this sample is limited. We did not collect information on perceived or actual stress experienced by riders, though studies have found a relationship between LTS and reported comfort level [62]. Other predictors of route choice, including topography, traffic signals, and green sur-
roundings, were not assessed and may have contributed to the findings [21] [23] [26] [40] [63] [64] [65] [66]. We utilized the available data to create LTS classifications but did not have access to all variables used in the Mineta methodology, most significantly traffic volume [35]. We employed functional roadway classifications instead, which correlates with traffic volume. These data limitations would similarly be faced by many planning agencies and the included variables captured attributes of the network commonly used in LTS analyses [36]. This study analyzed cross-sectional route data, which does not allow us to evaluate the causal relationship between LTS and route selection.

To our knowledge, this paper is the first to utilize GPS data to analyze utilitarian cycling routes in relation to the LTS classification scheme. Blanc and Figliozzi found that cycling facility type and self-reported sources of stress, particularly vehicle traffic, had a negative impact on comfort ratings of the route (Blanc and Figliozzi, 2016). The route comfort ratings approximated LTS levels (i.e. “Bad” was for confident riders only), however they were self-reported by participants rather than created using GIS data. Wang et al. examined whether LTS predicted cycling trips reported in the Oregon Household Activities Survey [67]. They showed a correlation between the availability of low stress routes between home, school and work locations and cycling mode choice. However, GPS data were not available to determine whether participants actually utilized low stress routes over alternate paths. Bikeability indices that include factors similar to the LTS infrastructure and traffic volume criteria have been shown to be associated with cycling behavior [64] [65]. A benefit of the LTS methodology over other indices is that the classification levels relate to specific types of cyclists, which may improve planning efforts aimed at increasing cycling mode share.

5. Conclusions

Roger Geller stated, “No person should have to be ‘brave’ to ride a bicycle”, yet that is the scenario faced by transport cyclists in many U.S. cities, including San Diego. Despite the majority of county roadways being classified as low stress, almost 70% of utilitarian trips included high stress (LTS 4) segments. The network in San Diego County was suitable for “Strong and Fearless” cyclists, as low stress connections between residential areas either did not exist or required unacceptable detour distances. Slight detours may be tolerated; however, it is not likely that cyclists will use routes that are nearly double in distance over the most direct route. The more likely impact of a lack of low stress infrastructure and excessive detour is that the “Interested but Concerned” segment of the population will choose instead not to cycle. Large increases in mode share have been achieved in cities that have invested in pro-cycling facilities, programs and policies [10]. Results from a five-city project assessing cycle tracks, lanes that are protected from traffic by some type of physical barrier, found increased ridership, safety and comfort levels. Importantly, 10% of riders reported switching from another transport mode and a quarter said they had increased their cycling
because of the new infrastructure. Another 25% shifted from other routes to utilize the protected route [68].

Future studies should include longitudinal assessment to evaluate the impact of infrastructure changes that reduce LTS on ridership and route selection. Numerous smartphone apps could be used to collect cycling trip data. Strava is one of the most used apps and Strava Metro, the commercial arm of the company, has sold cycling data to several planning agencies [69]. However, these data sources should be interpreted with caution as users may represent a specific type of cyclist. For example, the average trip distance for Strava users in the U.S. in 2016 was 21.2 miles, compared to the mean distance of 2.6 miles in this sample [70]. Data from GPS enabled bike share programs may provide larger data sets about where cyclists actually ride in order to inform infrastructure investments. Our previous research found that animations, like the one presented here, were of interest to local planners who thought they could aid communication with community members and elected officials [71]. Cyclists in this study appeared to weigh both route distance and quality and were willing to trade maximum directness for lower stress. Future studies should include other roadway attributes to better understand route selection. Smartphones linked to body sensors, like heart rate monitors, could facilitate understanding of the relationship between LTS and objective measures of stress. Research should focus on different segments of the population, like women, older adults and those who do not currently cycle, in order to better understand the facilitators of mode shift [72]. As Kent and Karner pointed out in a recent paper, LTS should be used carefully to ensure that investments in infrastructure to lower traffic stress are done equitably and benefit disadvantaged communities [73]. In general, the incorporation of GPS route data could aid planners in understanding where cyclists ride and prioritizing improvements to the network that is most likely to shift transport mode from vehicles to cycling.
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